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said, were a national institution; but the great dramatists and
other poets were also studied. Explanation of difficult passages
was given; and much attention was paid to recitation. In
reciting, gesture would be freely used; for poetry in those days
was not merely meant to be recited aloud, but acted.... At the
grammar-master's it is probable that simple arithmetic was also
taught. The Greek numerical system was extremely cumber-
some, since letters of the alphabet were used in place of a
decimal notation. A reckoning-board fitted with pebbles (not
unlike the bead-boards which are to be seen in modern nur-
series) provided valuable assistance to the beginner. ... In
the music school the flute was sometimes taught; but'its wilder
melodies were considered, on the whole, to be unsuitable for the
young. The lyre was more popular. It was a sort of harp with
seven strings which required a light touch for effective per-
formance. Sometimes the thumb was used, sometimes a quill.
Singing went with the lyre—the very term 'lyric' implies a
song written for a lyre-accompaniment. There were many
fine national songs; and, as we have said, an after-dinner per-
formance was normally expected of a guest. Painting and
drawing sometimes formed a part of a 'gentleman's' education,
but, like music, these subjects were mainly confined to the
sons of the rich.
Meanwhile, side by side with his ordinary schooling, a boy
was in constant attendance at the wrestling-school or 'palaestra'
kept by some professional trainer. As we have seen above,
physical exercise was held to have an important influence on
the development of character as well as of body. Drill and
dancing were carried on to the tune of the pipe. All the different
types of sport were practised, including the pancration. The
paidotribh or teacher acted umpire in such contests, holding
WRESTLING SCENE (see opposite)
Two wrestlers engaged in the Pancration, one using his fist while the other
attempts a throw. The trainer with stick looks on.

